
P
erhaps it was because of the
recent death of another
President, Gerald Ford, that a
recent Alzheimer’s headline
made me think of President

Reagan. Certainly, Reagan was a key fig-
ure in the public’s awareness of Alz-
heimer’s disease, but it wasn’t in that role
that I thought of him. Rather, it was
many years before, when then-presiden-
tial candidate Ronald Reagan debated
President Carter and spoke the words,
“There you go again” in response to an
oft-repeated tenet of Carter’s campaign.
Some analysts credit those four words as
the winning stroke for Reagan in the
debate, which swung the momentum to
his campaign, and played a large part in
his eventual electoral victory in 1980. 

“There you go again,” was my first
reaction to the wire service story covering
a recent study that reported discovery a
new association between variability in
the SORL1 gene and late-onset sporadic
Alzheimer’s disease.1 The story appeared
prominently in the online news outlets2

and even made the front page of my local
newspaper. In what I hope is part of a
much-needed trend, the news story was
exceptionally well-balanced in its report-
ing, and included quotes from well-
known researchers urging caution in
interpreting the clinical meaningfulness
of the findings. 

Still, I react skeptically to these kinds
of news story because of their negative
impact on the families dealing with AD.
These families are often desperate for any
news that even remotely hints at the pos-
sibility of new approaches to the disease,
and most are unable to effectively distin-
guish between research aimed at restora-

tive therapeutics and the fundamental
pathophysiologic processes of the disease
like the molecular biology in the SORL1
report. News stories that sound an
encouraging tone fan the flames of hope
in these folks, which then fade with the
stark realization that no quick solution to
the progressive course of the disease lies
in the complicated jargon and scientific
conservatism of the study itself. I have
watched as the repeated ebb and flow of
journalistic enthusiasm wears on these
families over time. They begin to feel
more hopeless as the disease robs them of
their loved ones while science spins its
wheels on another seemingly “meaning-
less” discovery that won’t help Mom or
Dad get better, preferably starting today. 

Families facing AD are also afraid. I’ve
usually told them that we don’t know
what causes most AD. But, they are
afraid because each story that identifies a
new genetic risk factor seems to point the
hereditary smoking gun more clearly at
them. They look at me incredulously
when I suggest the best defenses are to
eat well (a heart-healthy diet), and keep
both mind and body fit through exercise.
Doesn’t that sound a lot like “Take two
aspirin and call me in the morning”
when the news is telling them that AD
comes from bad genes? 

Sporadic Success
So, why did the SORL1 paper capture
such attention? It was certainly a big
study that incorporated data from sever-
al geographically and ethnically diverse
samples, and included contributions
from several of the most influential
thinkers in the field. However,
there is more to the story than

big datasets and big names. There are
tantalizing hints toward tying together
some of the troubling loose ends between
sporadic and familial forms of AD,
which will be an important step in
knowing whether, and how to, generalize
information from the animal models of
AD. 

The products of SORL1 and related
genes are vacuolar sorting proteins that
appear to play a role in the pathological
amyloid precursor processing associated
with AD. The identified variability in the
gene seems to make production of the
pathological Aβ fragment of amyloid
precursor protein more likely. Further-
more, SORL1 functions as a lipoprotein
receptor, also known as LR11, in
which guise it was recognized as an
apolipoprotein E receptor. 

The ε4 allele of ApoE is, of
course, the most clearly under-
stood risk factor for late onset
AD. Expression of the LR
11 receptor is reduced
in sporadic AD,3

but not in people
with familial AD
or in transgenic
animal models
of AD.4 Thus,
the SORL1
s t o r y
helps
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link understanding of pathological amy-
loid processing, ApoE, and potentially
key differences between sporadic and
familial AD. 

The possibility that lipoprotein recep-
tor processing is abnormal in sporadic
AD also could be a clue as to why statins,
healthy diet, regular exercise or other
things that alter systemic LDL and HDL
levels appear to influence AD risk in sev-
eral epidemiologic studies. However at-
tractive this tale may be, we can’t ignore
the attestations that the overall impact of
SORL1 in the recent study is low, and
wasn’t confirmed in all of the contribut-
ing data sets. 

The authors suggest that variability in
the regulation of sorting proteins, rather
than their structure, may be the source of
the risk, which makes direct exploration
of their hypotheses regarding the role of
SORL1 more difficult.1 This is not a new
problem, as illustrated by a very recent
report on genetic associations in AD
which found that most meta-analyses are
unable to replicate initial reports of sig-
nificant associations.5

SORL Losers
Now, if the SORL1, LR11, ApoE, Aβ
story all seems complicated to you, I’m
glad—because it seems pretty complicat-
ed to me, too. So, how did the Associated
Press writers and editors know that this
was an important story? Why, a good
press release, of course. Much of what
makes the medical news these days is

based on press releases pumped out in
large volume by universities, pharmaceu-
tical companies and journals. Getting
attention in the mainstream press is
important for these organizations.
Universities tout the recognition to
donors, drug companies attract attention
from investors or generate sales, and
journals try to garner more submissions,
advertising and subscribers. 

The problem is that the press releases
are often not couched in the balanced
terms of science or careful journalism,
nor are they peer-reviewed. As a result, a
good press release on a hot-button topic
like AD genetics might get much more
attention than a more cautiously phrased
release about how intensive support of
the AD caregiver’s well-being can provide
near-term and tangible benefits like
delayed nursing home placement.6

This all hit home for me rather
poignantly the day after the SORL1
news story made the front page, when
the daughter of one of my AD patients
sat next to her mother in my exam room
with the highlighted newspaper on her
lap. She waited patiently through the
routine interval history and a brief fol-
low-up cognitive exam, and while I
reported on my impression that scores
had indeed worsened a little in the last
year. She listened carefully while I
reviewed the treatment plan and my
thoughts on what to expect next in the
course of the illness. 

So far, she hadn’t mentioned the arti-

cle at all, but I knew it was coming when
I moved to close the encounter and asked
my standard question, “Is there anything
else you’d like me to address today?” She
asked whether I’d seen the story, which—
fortunately—I had. She inquired
whether we should test her mom. I
explained that I wasn’t aware that it was
available outside specific studies, and
even if it were, the value of knowing the
results in a symptomatic individual with
a clear clinical diagnosis of AD wasn’t
addressed in the research paper. She then
asked if she and her siblings should “get
the test.” Once again, I explained that
even if I had the test to offer, it wouldn’t
change my practical recommendations to
maintain a mentally enriched and physi-
cally healthy lifestyle, because SORL1 is
just one of more than a dozen well-sup-
ported potential AD susceptibility genes
among more than 250 contenders.5

She folded her paper with barely hid-
den anger and frustration and left the
room with her mother. As she walked
down the hall, I lamented her dashed
hopes and directed my own silent, angry
and frustrated “There you go again” at
the newspaper article. PN
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The possibility that lipoprotein receptor processing is abnormal in
sporadic AD also could be a clue as to why statins, healthy diet, reg-
ular exercise or other things that alter systemic LDL and HDL levels
appear to influence AD risk in several epidemiologic studies. How-
ever attractive this tale may be, we can’t ignore the attestations that
the overall impact of SORL1 in the recent study is low, and wasn’t
confirmed in all of the contributing data sets.
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